
Experiments in Control of Sensory Perception for Robotic Systems

Sensory perception is one of the essential elements of
an intelligent autonomous system [Brooks, 1986]. Au
tonomous systems operating in uncertain, dynamically
changing environments have large, time varying infor
mation requirements. The requirements necessitate the
use of a wide range of sensors for data acquisition, as well
as data processing algorithms which reduce raw sensory
data to a form suitable for various levels of modeling and
decision making.

The extensive perceptual requirements of robotic sys
tems coupled with the need for efficient operation can

,only be satisfied through intelligent perception. We pro
pose that an intelligent perception system should- have
the following characteristics:

• Multiple Sensors and Perception Algorithms: The
system will have to be equipped with multiple sen
sors and perception algorithms. The array of sen
sors and algorithms will have to be sufficiently wide
to cover the required range of operating conditions.

• Adaptability and Fault-Tolerance: The operation of
the perception system should be adaptable to envi
ronmental conditions and tolerant to faults within
the perception system. When some of the sensors

The paper presents a new approach to manage
ment of multiple sensors and perception algo
rithms in a multi-sensor robotic system. The
approach involves real-time selection of process
monitors by a Sensory Perception Controller.
The selection is based on the minimization of
the expected cost of perception with constraints
on the uncertainty of perception. The effective
ness and usefulness of the approach is evaluated
through experiments involving a range of sens
ing modalities which may typically be encoun
tered in robotic applications
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Abstract and/or algorithms perform poorly or fail the sys
tem should either adapt the relevant algorithms to
improve performance, or other sensors and/or al
gorithms should be employed. The overall perfor
mance should either not be affected at all, or it
should degrade gracefully.

• Extensibility: The addition of new sensors and al
gorithms to'the system should not require any sig
nificant changes to the overall system architecture.
The overall system performance should not decrease
as a result of an addit~on.

• Efficiency: Perceptual resources should be used in
a way which ensures efficient delivery of informa
tion which is relevant and of sufficient quality with
respect to the overall state of the system.

The purpose of this paper is to present an approach
to'sensory perception which satisfies the above require
ments. The approach involves a Sensory' Perception Con
troller and the work falls into the areas of sensor man
agement, planning and control.

Early work on control of sensory perception, such as
[Meier et al., 1967; Athans, 1972] considered off-line
planning of sensing activities. Such approaches are not
able to adapt the plans to changes in the task and in
the environment. They are therefore not suitable for au
tonomous systems operating in unpredictable, dynamic
environments. Our approach overcomes this limitation.

An approach to planning sensing strategies on-line is
presented in [Hutchinson and Kak, 1989]. The system
automatically proposes a sensing operation and then de
termines the maximum ambiguity, measured by entropy,
which might remain in the world description if the pro
posed sensing operation is applied. The sensing opera
tion which is actually carried out is the one which mini
mizes the ambiguity. The approach concentrates on the
problems of object recognition and pose estimation.

A recent approach to the control of sensory perception
can be found in [Hovland and McCarragher, 1997]. The
approach considers the control of sensory perception in
a real-time discrete event control system. The aim of the
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sensory control is to efficiently collect perceptual infor
mation for the purpose of high confidence discrete event
recognition. The sensory perception controller is formu
lated as a sequential Markov decision problem and the
decision problem is solved using stochastic dynamic pro
gramming.

The work presented in this paper builds on [Celinski
and McCarragher, 1998a; 1998b] and is significantly dif
ferent from earlier approaches. It centers around a sen
sory perception controller (SPC) which performs real
time selection of process monitors (a process monitor is
a combination of sensors and a perception algorithm).
The SPC receives a request for sensory data formulated
in terms of information PriJDjtives,.'Wb.icb. correspond to
the types ofinformation used·bytb.esystem.Tbe SPC
then proceeds to select and activate) process monitors,
aiming to satisfy the request in the most efficient man
ner.

2 Exchange of Information
The specification of information.requirements to the
SPC is based on the concept ofan.infonnationprimi
tive:

Definition 2.1 (lnforJ.l.Ul'ti~~:priD1ltive)An infor
mation primitive is .. a~~d1Jnamicistat,e variable, discrete
event state variable, maael parameter, or task parameter
which has a degree of uncertainty during task execution.

An information primitive (IP) will be denoted by 'TJ

and the collection of all IPs by I. The values which 'TJ

may assume will be restricted to be numeric.
Information primitives form one of the components of

an information request. A request must also specify any
constraints on the information which the SPC is to de
liver. A useful.and·.important class of constraints are
uncertainty constraints, which allow specification of up
per bounds on the uncertainty ofthe estimates produced
by the SPC. We define an information request as:

Definition 2.2 (Information Request) An informa
tion request from an information consumer, h, to the
SPC is given by R,h = (Ih, Llh) where Ih is a set of re-
quired information primitives, and Llh = {8~ : 'TJ E Ih}
is a set of uncertainty constraints.

3 Modeling of Perceptual Capabilities
The system and the environment are observed by sensors
and the sensory data is processed. using appropriate algo
rithms. The combination of sensing and data processing
will be referred. to. as process monitoring:

Definition 3.1 (Process Monitor) A process moni
tor is a combination of one or more sensors and sensory
data processing algorithms. Each monitor m outputs ei
ther a set of probability aensities im = {!,,(T/)) : 'TJ E
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Im}, or a set of confidence values im = {qf7 : 1] E I m },

expressing the knowledge which m acquired about the in
formation primitives 'TJ E I m .

The confidence values referred to in the above defini
tion are real numbers in the range [0,1]. A value of 0
indicates a complete lack of confidence (no knowledge),
while a 1 indicates complete confidence (full knowledge).

The performance of a process monitor may be de
scribed in terms of its uncertainty and cost character
istics. The uncertainty measures for a monitor m may
be either calculated based on the density 171 (1]) output
by m, or based on confidence values output by m. The
cost characteristic reflects the amount of resources con
sumed by a single observation. The uncertainty and cost
characteristics constitute a process monitor model:

Definition 3.2 (Process Monitor Model)

(a) For monitor m outputting probability densities:
The process monitor model for m is the triple
(Im, Fm, cm(gm))· Im is the set of primitives which
m is able to monitor; Fm = {/m,f1(1]; gm) : 1] E I m}
is a set of probability densities expressing the uncer
tainty characteristics, where gm is a parameter vec
tor reflecting the operating conditions and Cm ({!m)
is the cost of using m.

(b) For monitor m outputting confidence values:
The process monitor model for m is the triple
(Im, Qm, em(Qm))· I m is the set o/primitives which
m is able to monitor; Qm = {qf1( gm).: 'TJ E Im} is a
set confidence junctions expressing the uncertainty
characteristics, where gm is a parameter vector re
flecting the operating conditions and cm(gm) is the
cost of 'USing m.

The parameters gm = [aI, ... ,a r ] are a subset of the
information primitives. They define the monitor's de
pendence on the system and the environment. For ex
ample, vision depends on lighti;ng conditions (1) and the
camera-target distance (d), givinggm = [1, d]. Vision
is only useful over a limited range .of illuminations and
distances.

4 Perception Control Algorithm

The perception control algorithm determines which of
the ..processmonitors should be used at· each stage of
task execution. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1
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Figure 2: (a) The experimental scenario (b) Actual setup

• mrecogl, mrecog2, mrecog3: target classifiers based on

5 Experimental Evaluation of the SPC
We now turn to an experimental demonstration of the ef
fectiveness of control of sensory perception. The demon
strations will be carried out on a task involving object
recognition and localization. Recognition' and localiza
tion tasks were chosen because they form a significant
class of perception tasks for robots.

The experimental 'scenario is shown in Figure 2 (a) and
the actual setup is shown in Figure 2 (b). The scenario
involves determining of (1) the target object type and
(2) the distance to the object. The objects are members
belonging to a known set. The set of objects used in the
experiments consisted of three different books.

The perceptual system consists of a number of sensors
and data processing algorithms. The sensors included
vision, a combination of tactile sensing and electromag
netic position sensing on an extendable platform, as well
as sonar. The sensors were combined with data process
ing algorithms giving the following seven process moni
tors:

1998b].

Choose the cheapest
monitor

Partition the
monitors

Yes: Quit

requested
infonnation

Figure 1: The sensory perception control algorithm

Apply the chosen
monitor

information
request

Update the partitions

The first step of the algorithm is to partition the avail
able process monitors into two sets: M<~ and M>~.

The first set, M<~, contains monitors whose observa
tion uncertainty is expected to fall within the specified
bounds ~ (the bound is part of the information request
received, by the SPC), the second set contains all the
remaining process monitors.

The cost of monitoring is used as a criterion for decid
ing which monitor from the partition M <~ should be
activated. The chosen monitor is:

m* = ar~min{cm} (1)
m~M<A

where em is an expected cost.
If M<a is empty then M>a is used instead. The

chosen monitor is then' applied and it delivers new in
formation about a primitive 1J. H this information has
uncertainty smaller than the bound 6" then all moni
tors of 1] are removed from M<~ and M>a, otherwise
only m* is removed. The algorithm termi.Ilates if all the
requested primitives have been adequately observed, or
there are no process monitors left in the sets M<a and
M~~.

The above discussion provides an overview of the
Perception Control Algorithm. A detailed discussion
may be found in [Celinski and McCarragher, 1998a;
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Monitor Cost
mrecogl 0.94sec
mrecog2 0.94sec
mrecog3 0.94sec
mtactile 0.1875 sec/em
msonar 1.03sec
medge 4.17sec
mlight 0.23sec

Table 1: Monitoring costs. The costs of mrecogl,

mrecog2, mrecog3, msonar, medge, and. mlight were fixed.
The cost of mtactile increased with target distance at a
rate of 0.1875sec/crn.
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binary vision and template matching. The monitors
rely on natural scene illumination and their perfor
mance degrades with decreasing lighting as well as
increasing target distance. They· differ in the light
level at which their performance is optimal. •The ex
periments were conducted in a room in which light
ing could be set at one of five possible levels

Figure 3:. The uncertainty model of mrecogl

5.1 Exp.eriments

The SPC was presented with the following information
requests:

The in!onuationirequests ••••.• are •formulated according
to Definition 2.2.•·. Request. n1indicates that the SPC
should determine· the target type (t) with recognition
uncertainty of no more than 0.2 (recognition confidence
of at least 1 -.6t = 0.8) and target distance (d) with
standard deviation of at most 5cm under a normal dis
tribution assumption. Requests R2 and R3 may be in
terpreted inasiJ.'I1.ilar way.

The informatiqn gathering was performed under the
following experiDlental conditions:

eEl: In this experimeI1tthere was very little prior
knowledge about the distance to and type of target,
and the light level The experiment was not affected
by any disturbances.

eE2: Prior .1mowledgeofthe .·type and distance to
the target was very•limited (uniform··density), but
the light level was given by a known Gaussian den
sity with mean 249 and standard .deviation of 2.5.
The experiment was affected by a malfunction of
the sonar. .

eE3: Priorlmowledgeoftarget distance was again
limited, but light level was believed to be known at
160. Theactual·Ught level was affected. by tempo
rary shadows· and<was approximately 54. The ex
periment was also affected by a sonar malfunction.

e mtactile: a distance monitor ·based on a Polhemus
3SPACE FASTRAK electromagnetic position mea
surement instrument and a contaetsensor. ·The Pol
hemus instrument proyides measurements of the rel
ative position between a receiver and a transmitter
(see [Polhemus Inc, 1993] for details about the sen
sor). The .receiver is located on.a movillgplat£onn
which may <be extended to touch. a target object.
Distance measurements are taken when the ann is in
contact .• with a. target. The uncertainty of the mon
itoring increases withincreasiIlg di$tance between
the transmitter and the receiver. The cost of using
the monitor increases with measured distance.

• msonar: a sonar-based distance monitor. The mon
itor has a poor resolution but is very cheap to use.

emedge:· a·visionbased.distance monitor. The mon
itor obtains distance estimates based on edges de
tected within the image. Knowledge of the location
of the surface on which target objects are located
is combined with edges correspondiIlg to the junc
tions between target objects and the surface to give
distance estimates.

.• mlight:a vision-based light intensity monitor.

The seven~rocessmonitorswere applied under a range
of operaingconditionsand their monitoriIlguncertainty
was captured in uncertainty and cost models (see Defi
nition 3.2). An example of such an uncertainty model is
given in Figure .3. The process monitor cost models are
summarized in Table 1.
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n1 =
n2 =
n3 =

({t, d}, {6t =0.2, 6d = 5cm})

({t, d}, {6t =0.25,6d =6.5cm})

({t,<d},{6t =0.15,6d = 3.5cm})



• E4: This experiment assumed very little prior
knowledge about the dist ce to the target or the
light level (uniform densiti . The experiment was
affected by extremely p . hting, a sonar mal-
function, and by from a vacuum
cleaner operat· the experiment
(the EM nois curacy of mtactile

significantly uncertainty model).

The experimental the information request
Rl are summarized in Table 2(a) and Figure 4. The
experiments were also repeated for requests 7(,2 and 7(,3

Tables 2(b) and (c) and Figure 5 summarise the SPC's
behaviours resulting from the different requests.

Experiment Manitor sequence
El msonar, ffilight,ffirecogl

E2 mrecog3, ffisonar

E3 mrecog2, msonar, medge

E4 msonar, mlight, mrecog2, medge

(a)

Experiment Monitor sequence
El ffisonar' mlight, mrecogl

E2 mrecog3, msonar, medge

E3 mrecog2, ffisonar, ffiedge, mlight, mrecogl

E4 msonar, mlight, mrecog2, medge, mtactile

(b)

(c)

Table 2: Sequences of monitoring operations performed
by the SPC in response to (a) 'R,2, (b) n1 and (c) R3.
The order of requests (R2 , 1?}, 7(,3) reflects the tightness
of the constraints ('R,2 least tight, n3 tightest). The
varying sequences demonstrate the dynamic, adaptable,
and fault-tolerant nature of the SPC.

of a closed-loop decision making process which occurred
on-line and took into account information about the ex
pected performance characteristics of the process moni
tors, the operating conditions, as well as the actual per
formance of the process monitors.

In cases where, due to disturbances or malfunctions
(such as in E3), the selected monitors did not deliver
informatio~ of sufficiently high quality, the SPC con
sulted other, more expensive monitors. The SPC was
thus able to provide adaptable and fault-tolerant per
ception with gradual and graceful degradation of per
formance reflected by increased perception costs. This

Experiment Monitor sequence
El mlight, mrecogl, medge, mtactile

E2 mrecog3, medge

E3 mrecog2, mlight, mrecogl' medge

E4 mlight, mrecog2, medge, mtactile, msonar

E4
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Figure 5: ComparIson of the costs of monitoring for
requests with different uncertainty constraints.

5.2 Discussion
The experiments highlighted the main characteristics of
the Sensory Perception Controller.

The SPC dynamically controlled multiple sensors and
perception algorithms (process monitors). The se
quences of monitoring operations obtained in the ex
periments, shown in Table 2, were not fixed and were
not determined a priori. The sequences were a result

Figure 4: Experimental results for request n1 (a) stan
dard deviations of distance estimates (b) target classifi
cation uncertainties (c) cost of perception
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behavior satisfied the guidelines for intelligentpercep
tion outlined in Section 1. The SPC failed to satisfy
information requests only if the uncertainty constraints
of the requests exceeded the available perceptual capa
bilities (but it did return the best estimates· which it
was able to obtain). The gradual degradation in perfor
mance is shown in Figure 4(c). The cost of perception
was lowest in experiment El, where each of the selected
process monitors performed well. In E2 monitor msonar

was selected but failed to deliver a sufficiently good dis
tance estimate because the target was far away from· it.
The request was satisfied through monitormedge, but
at extra cost. Experiment E3 involved a malfunction
of msonar as well as misleading prior belief about the
lighting conditions. The SPC recovered from both these
difficulties, but at relatively high cost. The last experi
ment, E4, presented an impossible challenge because the
request exceeded the perceptual capabilities of the sys
tem. The SPC was able to recognize the target with suf
ficiently high confidence, but. W-.s .unable to det~ne

the distance even though it used/all of the releve.n.tpro
cess monitors. This outcome is shown in .Figure.4(a),
where ud •. for E4exceeds the. requested. bound.

The perception.·.·achievedby.·.the·.. SPC was not· only
adaptable and fault-tolerant but also efficient. ·Theal
gorithm selected· the. cheapest process monitors which
satisfied ..• the. constraints of the ···requests.••. Efficiency was
further improved by seeking and using low-cost informa
tionwhich was not directly releva.nt to the··requests,but
facilitated ·better decision making. For example, in ex
periment E1·the light level was determined (at a small
cost} ibeforedeciding whether to use· rnrecogl, mrecog2, or
m ·3 This allowed the SPC to avoid the significantrecog ·
cost of using inappropriate process monitors.

The flexible, dynamic nature of the SPC .allowed it
to handle perfo:rmance .levels .which were specified on
line. In the experiments theSPC was able to deal with
three information requests .. (1(,1 ,'R,2 and 'R,3) which im
posed different···.• constraints on the .. infoI'lQationgathering
task..The perception control lead to <three different sets
of monitoring sequences,. shoWD..in Table 2, which re
flected theconstraints·.illlposed··.·by the requests. The
different ... constraints also had asigniticanteffect on the
cost of monitoring, as illustrated in Figure 5. The figure
shows a trend .ofincreasing cost with increasing tightness
of constraints, reflecting the. higher perceptuali challenge
posed by tight constraints.

The SPC satisfies the requirements of an intelligent
perception system outlined in Section 1. This, combined
with the relative simplicity of the scheme, make it well
suited for implementation in robotic systems.
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6 Conclusion
The article introduces the Sensory Perception Controller
as a new technique for dynamically managing the per
ceptual resources of robotic systems. The SPC has four
IIlain.characteristics: .(1) it allows the desired levels of
performance to be specified on-line through informa
tion requests (2) it efficiently satisfies the information
requests by· minimizing the expected cost of perception
(3) it provides a significant degree of robustness in cases
wh.eremonitors fail to deliver sufficient information and
(4) it uses information obtained on-line to improve its
decision making. These four characteristics, combined
with the relative simplicity of the scheme make it well
suited for implementation in robotic systems.
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